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Introduction
This paper proposes a novel method named ScholarRank
to evaluate the scientific impact of rising stars. In our paper,
rising stars refer to scholars who are not outstanding among
peers or with low research profiles at the beginning stage of
their scientific career, but tend to become influential
researchers in the future. Our proposed ScholarRank
integrates the merits of both statistical indicators and
influence calculation algorithms in heterogeneous academic
networks. The ScholarRank method considers three factors,
which are the citation counts of authors, the mutual
influence among coauthors and the mutual reinforce
process among different entities in heterogeneous academic
networks. The architecture of ScholarRank is shown in
Figure 1.

Figure 1. Architecture of ScholarRank
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Simulation and Results
We use datasets from American Physical Society and
select authors beginning their scientific careers at the year
of 1993. We compare ScholarRank with the following
methods to evaluate its effectiveness. In order to validate
the performance of our proposed ScholarRank method, we
compute the top 10 rising stars' average citation counts in
2013 by our ScholarRank and the above comparison
methods. As shown in Figure 2, the ScholarRank achieves
the highest average citation counts among all the
comparison methods, and it indicates that our proposed
ScholarRank can efficiently select top ranking researchers
than other methods.
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Figure 2. Comparison of average citation counts.

Conclusion
In this paper, we propose the ScholarRank method to
evaluate the impact of rising stars, and the experiments on
real datasets indicate that our method can find more top
ranked rising stars than other methods. In future work, we
will test the performance of ScholarRank on more datasets
and consider more factors which correlate with the
influence of scholars, such as the social relations of
scholars, and the download times of papers.

